WAR HORSES HOLD PARLEY; NO RESULTS

Eighty Per Cent Bonds Valley Road Exchanged, Report at Meeting Here

WALTER SPLAWN IS PRESIDENT OF TEX. UNIVERSITY

EXPLAIN INCIDENT OF REMOVING U.S. FLAG FROM AUTOS

No demonstration was made at Brownsville, but reports from other places in the state indicate that American flags were removed from autos. The reason given by the men who had the flag removed was that a man in Michigan who made such a move was killed by a mob.

No demonstration had been made against the flag, but the New York Times reported that a mob in Michigan had killed a man who had removed the American flag from his car. The reason given by the men who had the flag removed was that a man in Michigan who made such a move was killed by a mob.

SUPPORTERS OF LEADERS READY TO COMPROMISE

Campaign Managers for Smith and McAdoo Stand Pat; Delegates Weary of Convention

TENDER OF INBOUND TRAIN JUMPS TRACK; DAMAGE IS SLIGHT

The tender of the inbound train jumped the track at about 1:30 this morning, putting the连接 lines out of commission for several hours. The damage was slight, and no employee was injured.

CLAIM LABOR PIRATES INVADE MERCEDES AREA

The Mercedes area was invaded by a group of labor pirates last night, and a number of these men were shot and killed.

MEDICAL MEET SOUGHT FOR ENTIRE VALLEY

The Medical College of Texas has announced that it will hold a meeting in the Valley to discuss medical problems.

MINISTER DESPAIRS: DIES AT OWN HAND

The minister of the American Lutheran Church in Mercedes died last night, apparently of self-inflicted wounds.

THREE KNOWN DEAD IN STEAMER FIRE; MANY ARE MISSING

When the steamer sank, three bodies were recovered, and many others are believed to be missing.

GAMBLING HOUSES IN MERCEDES ARE CLOSED

The gambling houses in Mercedes were closed last night, following the orders of the city council.

Progressives Will Put out Third Party

The followers of the Southern Labor Union have decided to form a new party, the Southern Labor Party, and they will put up candidates for the upcoming elections.

Three Known Dead in Steamer Fire; Many are Missing

When the steamer sank, three bodies were recovered, and many others are believed to be missing.

Gambling Houses in Mercedes are Closed

The gambling houses in Mercedes were closed last night, following the orders of the city council.

(War horses hold parley; no results. All horses have been in the Valley, and their riders have been trying to reach the convention. They will leave the Valley this afternoon.)